
Hamlet left NAB with
another “Best of Show
Award for the Hamlet
Enterprise” and
i n n u m e r a b l e
congratulations from
engineers and end users
for its unique IP, OTT and
RF analyser all in one
hand portable device and
the double award-
winning MicroFlex
Mach2.

OTT is now part of the
fabric of modern
communications and to
have an instrument with the ability to analyse it is
essential. The Hamlet Enterprise covers the bases.
Analysis of OTT and now RF spectrum analysis
makes the Enterprise a perfect solution for even
more environments. This portable real-time
analyser now offers an exceptional range of
capability covering analysis of HEVC, H.264,
MPEG-2 over IP, ASI, OTT streaming services and
now with the RF spectrum analyser all included
from one instrument.

Combined RF spectrum, OTT analyser and MPEG
stream analysis can only be found in the Hamlet
Enterprise. This double award-winner is ideal for
those involved in system installation, field,
mobile, OB, Multi Service Operators, cable as well
as satellite and terrestrial play out service
operations. The new RF capability on the
Enterprise covers both terrestrial and satellite
signals making it a must for all those in the field
getting the story back to base via RF links. To top
it all, in the third quarter of 2015 HD SDI input
analysis, which will allow the video and data to
be decoded, will also be included.

The analysis is to IT
101.290 specifications,
specifically priority levels
1 and 2, plus transport
stream data. It benefits
from user definable
minimum and maximum
tolerance levels. The latest
addition is OTT and now
RF capability add yet two
more firsts for such an
instrument. The RF is a
real winner but another
useful feature is the record
and playback facility ideal
for OB engineers. 

The Enterprise is enclosed in a crafted solid alloy
case that houses the hi-res display with an
exquisite GUI, enabling the operational features
to be selected with clarity and ease. A selection of
mode displays offer packet inspection, Hex
analysis, full PID tree, bit rate graphs, integrated
spectrum analyser, OTT criteria, services and
tables, audio decoding, and audio displays of
HEVC, H.264 and MPEG-2 over IP, ASI, OTT, RF
DVB-S/S2, including RTP and RTSP streaming
services. 

So users can now choose from IP-only operation
or include ASI and/or RF input operation, with
playback, OTT analysis and RF spectrum analysis
(and SDI coming) from just one convenient
enclosure. Hamlet offered this best of breed
instrument for viewing from its stand at NAB
and, considering the thousands of new products
on show during the exhibition, Hamlet is
overwhelmed and yet again very humbled by
being awarded a Best of Show Award from the
Broadcast/Video Group at NewBay Media.
www.hamlet.co.uk

Hamlet Nearly Blown Away
At A Rewarding NAB

After the major sand storm during NAB, the dust settled and there was a clear portent
that OTT and IP were here to stay. Indeed there is now a complete IP infrastructure,
studios, contribution, playout, and distribution ready to usurp SDI. 


